
The new registration rules helps define what a team can and cannot do in an effort to ensure teams are competing at the 
correct level. 
 
Classic/Challenge:  
Teams that were registered as classic in 2013/14 will most likely register as Classic in 2014/15.  If a team struggled at the 
classic level it may decide to register as Challenge in 2014/15.  If a club had two classic teams in 2013/14 it may opt to 
register one at Classic and one at Challenge.  Challenge is meant as a bridge between Recreational and Classic.  Both 
Classic and Challenge allows tryouts and a selection process.  Challenge players can club pass up to a classic roster but 
classic players cannot club pass down to a challenge roster. 
 
Challenge/Recreational: 
Teams that registered as recreational in 2013/14 and participated in classic events (classic tournaments & leagues) should 
register as Challenge in 2014/15.  Recreational teams will no longer be allowed to participate in classic events.  Challenge 
teams will not be allowed to participate in recreational events.  If a 2013/14 recreational team is remaining intact and won 
most of its games and competed in tournaments it should register as Challenge in 2014/15.  If the team used a selection 
process it should register as Challenge.  Secondary registration is no longer allowed on Recreational teams.  Only classic 
and Challenge players can secondary. 
 
Recreational/In-House Recreational: 
If a team is traveling to play teams from other clubs it should register as Recreational.  If the team wants to participate in 
recreational tournaments it should register as Recreational. If a team only plays in-house except for attending a jamboree it 
should register In-House Recreational.  Recreational teams do not use a selection process but can stay together from year 
to year. 
 
Teams should consider what events they want to participate in, but as before, a team can upgrade if it decides it wants to 
participate in additional events. 
 
 
Classic: (player cards issued) (U11 – U19) 

 Arkansas State Championships – Gold division. The only division eligible to advance to a Regional competition 

 Region III Premier Leagues 

 Arkansas State League 

 Inter-State Leagues 

 Classic and Premier tournaments 

 Club pass allowed 
 
Challenge: (player cards issued) (U11 – U19) 

 Arkansas State Championships – Challenge division only 

 Arkansas State League 

 Challenge and Classic tournaments 

 Pool rosters allowed 

 Club pass allowed 
 
Recreational: (player cards if requested)  (U7 – U19) 

 Kohl’s American Cup 

 District Recreational leagues 

 Recreational tournaments – classic tournaments is not permitted. 

 50% playing time required 
 
Academy: (player cards if requested) (U6 – U10) 

 Academy Jamborees 

 Academy Cup 

 Academy tournaments 

 Pool rosters allowed 

 50% playing time required 
 
In-House Recreational: (no player cards) (U6 – U19) 

 In-house leagues 

 Kohl’s American Jamborees 

 Club Jamborees 

 50% playing time required 
 


